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ABSTRACT
Wikipedia is established as one of the Internet’s most accessed sources of
information. Now one of the ten most popular websites in the world, since its
launch in 2001 its content has been built up entirely by volunteers. The
English-language version of the website, by far the largest, has covered a
number of notable current events alongside more traditional encyclopaedic
content.

This dissertation investigates how the English Wikipedia’s community of
volunteers react and respond to breaking news, and how articles on current
events are developed and built upon by contributors to the website. Using two
peaks in the development of the article “Shooting of Michael Brown” in a crosscase analysis, this research investigates various aspects of the development of
articles about breaking news. Specifically, the project explores the speed with
which breaking news is responded to on Wikipedia, and its development over
time; the accuracy and reliability of Wikipedia’s coverage of breaking news;
and the range and characteristics of users updating breaking news content on
Wikipedia.

The findings of this project concur with previous research into Wikipedia’s
editorship, suggesting that a core group of editors contribute the vast majority
of the article’s content — generally highly active and relatively young accounts.
Whilst the speed of editing is high throughout article development, it is far
from constant and largely unpredictable. The results also show that, as
Wikipedia’s coverage of breaking news expands over time, the use of citations
becomes more prominent respective to the prose, indicating a strong reliance
on the corroboration of information from multiple sources.
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INTRODUCTION

Wikipedia, one of the ten most accessed websites in the world (Whiting et al.,
2014; Alexa, 2015), is arguably the largest collection of human knowledge
ever created. Projects exist in hundreds of languages, with the English
Wikipedia by far the largest of these, with almost five million articles
contributed since its launch in January 2001 (Wikimedia, 2015). Although
Wikipedia is known as an encyclopaedia, its growth and saturation have seen it
branch into parallel remits, covering contemporary events and breaking news.

This dissertation investigates the development of articles focused on breaking
news on the English Wikipedia by comparing two distinct areas of interest in
the development of one such article. Using cross-case analysis and quantitive
methods, the research seeks to investigate, in particular, the development
speed and accuracy of such articles, as well as the range and variety of
contributors to these articles.

The article selected for cross-case analysis is “Shooting of Michael Brown”,
which documents the shooting in August 2014 of an unarmed black man by a
white police officer in Ferguson, Missouri (Sanchez and Lawler, 2014). The
article was the seventh most-edited article on the English Wikipedia in the
whole of 2014, attracting around 5,500 edits from over 600 different editors
(Barbara, 2014).

Article history data obtained in Wikipedia itself, in the form of “revisions”, were
analysed to form a clear picture of the article’s development. These data were
investigated for patterns, including the number of edits and unique editors
over time, as well as the distribution of such edits. Various forms of
quantitative analysis were undertaken to identify correlations between article
views, editor numbers, and revision counts. Finally, the resulting findings were
presented with recommendations as to how Wikipedia can improve its
coverage of breaking news in the future.
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RATIONALE

While academic studies into Wikipedia are common topics of conference papers
and computer science journals, these tend to focus on user-content interaction
and use complex quantitative methodologies in their data analysis. Only two
studies have explicitly looked at Wikipedia’s growing prominence as a provider
of breaking news information; one looked at a large range of articles about
breaking news over twelve years (Keegan et al., 2013), while the second took
an ethnographical approach to the article “Egyptian Revolution of 2011”,
focusing on editorial aspects of Wikipedia editing (Ford, 2015).

Understanding Wikipedia’s role in the growing storefront of the news media is
more important than ever, due to its size, scale, and inherent uniqueness
(Singh et al., 2008). In theory, with many thousand active volunteers,
Wikipedia is capable of providing high-speed developments to breaking news
coverage online. By investigating the speed of the development of breaking
news articles, as well as the use of sources to encourage and maintain the
accuracy and reliability of information contained in these articles, this project
gives an insight into news reportage using a collaborative authorship model.

Going forward, this should shed light on the people and the process involved in
this development. These results may be used to contextualise Wikipedia within
the growing range of digital news sources handling breaking news, and may
also help position citizen journalism within the new media environment. The
findings of this research may also be useful for Wikipedia internally, allowing
more understanding of how editors engage with breaking news content and
similar, high-tempo periods of article development.
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES

The primary aim of this research project is to evaluate Wikipedia’s response to,
and coverage of, breaking news and current events, using the article “Shooting
of Michael Brown” as the frame for a cross-case analysis.

Objectives:
1. To analyse the speed with which breaking news is responded to on
Wikipedia, and its development over time.
2. To evaluate the accuracy and reliability of Wikipedia’s coverage of breaking
news.
3. To investigate the range and characteristics of users updating breaking
news content on Wikipedia.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

DEFINING “BREAKING NEWS”

The information era has heralded a new culture of journalism in which news is
generally available to any given person at any given time. News is no longer
found just in the traditional media of broadcast and print, but in various other
forms across the public sphere, consumed increasingly through mobile devices.
Hargreaves and Thomas (2002, cited in Hermida, 2010a) wrote that “news is,
in a word, ambient, like the air we breathe”. As a direct consequence, there is
a strong demand for media that is increasingly quick to respond to
developments from anywhere in the world. Lewis and Cushion put it thus: “If
immediacy has become the new life-blood of 24-hour news culture, breaking
news is its apotheosis” (2009, p.304).

There is no exact definition of “breaking news”, rather, it varies from
organisation to organisation (Lewis and Cushion, 2009, p.307). Lawrence
refers not to “breaking news”, but to “event-driven news” — that is, news cued
by dramatic events that are not managed by any overseeing body (Lawrence,
2000, p.9). She explains that political bodies, which traditionally set the
agenda for the media through scheduled conferences and statements, tend to
respond to, rather than dictate, events in these situations (ibid.).

Livingston and Bennett (2003, p.368) argue that “the public counterpart to the
watchdog journalist is the engaged citizen”, meaning that rather than have
journalists seek out breaking stories, the public is filling the role instead. The
role of citizen journalism is becoming more prominent as the Internet becomes
more and more dominant in mass communication. Lewis and Usher write that,
to be relevant in such unpredictable markets, journalism must become
collaborative and take more cue from open source culture and architecture
(Lewis and Usher, 2013, p.608-9).
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In particular, social media is now instrumental in the communication of
unfolding events. Twitter, in particular, has been the subject of much academic
interest, due in part to what Bruno (2011, p.5) refers to as the “Twitter Effect”.
She states that Twitter, by aggregating potentially thousands of eyewitnesses
from anywhere in the world, can provide live coverage with zero journalists at
the scene (ibid.). This can be compared description to Hermida’s use of the
term “awareness systems”, which he argues aid rather than totally replace the
role of the journalist (Hermida, 2010b, p.298).

While user-generated content is increasingly rivalling the traditional media for
the public’s attention, most academics agree that verification of information
sourced through social media is important. The death of Osama bin Laden, for
instance, was first revealed on the social networking website Twitter, and
researchers found that a large number of Twitter’s users were satisfied that
this information was accurate before news was officially confirmed (Hu et al.,
2012). Despite this, news organisations now have complex procedures in place
for the verification of online tip-offs such as these (Vis, 2013, p.28).

2.2

THE SHOOTING OF MICHAEL BROWN

2.2.1 ALTERCATION AND SHOOTING
Michael Brown, an 18-year-old black man from Ferguson, a small, workingclass suburb of St. Louis, Missouri, was shot at around noon on Saturday, 9
August 2014 by Darren Wilson, a white police officer serving the city. His death
sparked almost immediate protest from residents of the suburb, who over the
course of that Saturday afternoon gathered to demonstrate against the police
(Bernhard and Bissell, 2014). However, details of the incident were initially
scarce; local police announced the following day that the shooting occurred
following a struggle for Wilson’s weapon, though protesters noted that Brown
was unarmed at the time of his death (Bosman and Fitzsimmons, 2014).
!5
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Figure 1: Diagram of the scene in Ferguson shortly following the initial altercation (New York Times, 2014).

Opposition to the shooting initially focused on the use of deadly force in this
instance, which demonstrators at the scene argued amounted to “police
terrorism” (Srikrishnan, 2014). Demonstrations soon became ugly; following a
vigil for Brown, the protests became riots that soon spread through Ferguson,
and violence lasted for over two weeks before calming (Williams, 2014).

Though the riots provided the case with media attention, the shooting itself
raised questions about police brutality and race relations in the United States.
The incident occurred less than a month after the death of Eric Gardner,
another unarmed black man, at the hands of the police in New York City
(Goldstein and Schweber, 2014). Writing in the Washington Post, Lowery et al.
note that police forces in the United States are often disproportionately white,
including the force serving the majority-black suburb of Ferguson (Lowery et
al., 2014). Activist Patrisse Cullors told Vice that protests focused on racism in
the police force had been ongoing long before the media picked up on Brown’s
death:
“Folks are very angry. We don't think the changes we need have been
made. There has been no justice for Mike Brown, no justice for Eric
Garner—people are still dying at the hands of the state. It's important
for us to continue to push these conversations.” (Segalov, 2015)
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2.2.2 DARREN WILSON INDICTMENT
The decision on whether or not to indict Wilson fell to a grand jury, as is
customary in US criminal law proceedings. Journalist Ben Casselman wrote
that these “nearly always” result in an indictment, noting that in 2010, just 11
of around 160,000 cases resulted in a refusal to indict (Casselman, 2014).
Despite this, the grand jury in this case declined to indict Wilson in a decision
announced on 24 November. The Guardian’s Jon Swaine wrote that this
decision seemed unusual given the evidence obtained by the media, which
suggested that Wilson was not correct to make use of deadly force under
Missouri law (Swaine, 2014a). Conversely, Kindy and Horwitz reported in
October that “more than a half-dozen unnamed black witnesses have provided
testimony to a St. Louis County grand jury that largely supports Wilson’s
account of events” (Clarke and Castillo, 2014; Kindy and Horwitz, 2014).

This decision was met with rioting and violent protest in Ferguson (Paunescu et
al., 2014), anticipated by the governor of Missouri at least a week prior
(Swaine, 2014b). The following day, largely peaceful protests took place across
more than 170 US cities in 37 states (Almasy and Yan, 2014), demonstrating
against police brutality in the United States. In the following weeks, Wilson
resigned from the police force citing personal security concerns (Ellis et al.,
2014), and US President Barack Obama announced the federal government
would fund body cameras for officers in a bid to increase transparency among
the police force (Lee et al., 2014).

2.3

EDITING WIKIPEDIA

The Wikipedia project, modelled as a free, online encyclopaedia, was created in
January 2001 by Jimmy Wales with Larry Sanger and others (Zhang and Zhu,
2006). It is based on “wiki” software pioneered by Ward Cunningham in 1995
(Reagle, 2011, p.17), which allows mass collaboration through the real-time
!7
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editing of pages on the website or “wiki”. This concept proved popular. Joseph
Reagle writes that Wikipedia’s immediate predecessor, Nupedia — a similar
proposition, but driven primarily by expert-only contributions — was essentially
superseded by the new, mass collaboration project in 2003 (Reagle, 2009).
The new project has boomed in popularity and is now one of the ten most
accessed websites in the world (Whiting et al., 2014).

Because editors of Wikipedia — known as “Wikipedians” — work in real time,
and revisions are instantly published to a large readership, their work is
scrutinised and can be altered at will by virtually anyone (Kramer et al., 2008).
Wikipedians are also required to irrevocably release any contributions under an
open licence upon submission to Wikipedia (Broughton, 2008, p.220).

The benefits and downsides of such a setup have been debated by academics.
Some argue that Wikipedia’s model of mass collaboration encourages a
“plurality of perspectives” and, therefore, a more thorough and diverse
representation of views and coverage (Crovitz and Smoot, 2009; Sepehri Rad
and Barbosa, 2012). However, multiple critics maintain that, without proper
editorial judgement, Wikipedia’s founding principles, those of openness of
information are at risk of becoming mired in bureaucracy, polarising views, and
vandalism (Kittur et al., 2008; Luyt et al., 2008; Auerbach, 2014). This balance
has often been satirised by the English Wikipedia community: “The problem
with Wikipedia is that it only works in practice. In theory, it can never
work” (Ryökäs in Cohen, 2007).

2.3.1 THE ARTICLE PROCESS
Wikipedia built its following and allure around the concept of mass
collaboration, and by doing so allowed its content to be edited by virtually
anyone on the planet. Despite its size, Wikipedia encourages article
development in theory, though has in place several policies which dictate the
survival rates of newly created articles. Notability, for instance, is a big factor
!8
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in an article’s initial lifecycle (Ayers et al., 2008, p.164). Generally, assuming
guidelines can be met, articles can be created by any registered user.

To simplify the article process,
Wikipedians developed “templates”
that can be placed on articles to
denote, for example, issues with that
article (Holloway et al., 2007).
Commonly these are used to denote
whether or not an article is a “stub”
and requires expansion (ibid.).
Broughton writes these are useful for
a number of reasons, such as to save
time, to more easily categorise
articles, or simply for consistency

Figure 2a-e: Examples of templates used on
Wikipedia to denote issues with articles. From top:
{{unreferenced}}, {{copy edit}}, {{disputed}},
{{current}}, {{peacock}}.

among articles (Broughton, 2008, p.19).

Often these templates are used during collaboration to indicate how an article
can be improved. Research in 2011 found that these templates, referred to as
“cleanup templates”, appear in around 8.5 percent of Wikipedia’s articles
(Anderka et al., 2011). Of these, the most common tends to be the
“unreferenced” template (Figure 2a), which indicates a total lack of citations
(see also Chapter 2.3.4), which appeared in 4.6 percent of articles (ibid.).
Breaking news articles are often tagged with the “current” template (Figure
2d), which alerts editors and readers alike to the fact that the article will be
undertaking rapid development and as such may not be totally reliable (Ford,
2015, p.88).
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Templates can also be used inline, to denote phrases of text that are dubious
or that require a source to verify the information contained within them
(Anderka et al., 2012). Ford (2012b) writes that the “citation needed” template
is a key aspect of Wikipedia’s reliance on verifiability: “Wikipedia focuses on
this requirement as a way to keep Wikipedia content verifiable, enabling any
user to check whether what is claimed on Wikipedia is accurate” (Ford, 2012b,
p.16).

2.3.2 NOTABILITY AND THE DELETION PROCESSES
In order to be kept on Wikipedia, an article must prove to be “notable” by
Wikipedia’s standards, which have been developed over time by its community.
The website’s “general notability guideline” (Wikipedia, 2015d) states:
“If a topic has received significant coverage in reliable sources that
are independent of the subject, it is presumed to be suitable for a
stand-alone article or list.”
There are other, more specific, notability guidelines for various other article
areas, such as books, films, music releases, and events (Lam and Riedl, 2009).
Wikipedia has a guideline for dealing with breaking news, discouraging editors
from rushing to create articles on ongoing events: “early coverage may lack
perspective and be subject to factual errors” (Wikipedia, 2015c).

Wikipedia’s notability criteria have been the subject of academic discussion,
and there are those who believe the criteria prevents the encyclopaedia
covering information representatively. It has been identified that the Internet
as a whole covers more information from certain countries than others
(Tankard and Royal, 2005), and as such this means that it is harder to prove
the notability of topics from lesser-covered countries for inclusion on Wikipedia
(Royal and Kapila, 2008). Others warn that this could result in “imbalances in
coverage, representation and accuracy of information” (Flöck et al., 2011).
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There are several systems in place on

General

Wikipedia to delete newly-created articles. The

G1. Patent nonsense

most relevant in this instance is “speedy

G2. Test pages

deletion”, in which an article is deleted if it is

G3. Pure vandalism and blatant hoaxes
G4. Recreation of a page that was deleted

deemed to meet any of several criteria by an

per a deletion discussion

administrator (Ford and Geiger, 2012;

G5. Creations by banned or blocked users

Wikipedia, 2015a). These criteria, listed in
Table 1, can be applied by any administrator at

G6. Technical deletions
G7. Author requests deletion
G8. Pages dependent on a non-existent or

any time in the article’s lifecycle, though this is

deleted page

typically done within minutes of the article’s

G9. Office actions

initial creation. Almost 60 percent of deleted

G10. Pages that disparage, threaten,
intimidate or harass their subject or some

articles on Wikipedia are deleted through this

other entity, and serve no other purpose

process (Geiger and Ford, 2011). By 2007,

G11. Unambiguous advertising or
promotion

author Nicholas Carr labelled these criteria as

G12. Unambiguous copyright infringement

an “increasingly arcane legal code” (Carr,

G13. Abandoned “Articles for creation”

2011, p.199) due to their complexity and

submissions

number. Of the criteria, by far the most

Articles-specific
A1. No context

commonly applied is “A7. No indication of

A2. Foreign language articles that exist on

importance”. Geiger and Ford found deletions

another Wikimedia project

under this rationale amounted to 37 percent of
all “speedy deletions”, and 22 percent of all
deletions using any process on the website

A3. No content
A5. “Transwikied” articles
A7. No indication of importance
(individuals, animals, organizations, web
content, events)

(Geiger and Ford, 2011).

A9. No indication of importance (musical
recordings)

Lam and Riedl, using simple keyword analysis,
wrote that only around 12 percent of deletions

A10. Recently created article that
duplicates an existing topic
A11. Obviously invented

come as a result of more heavyweight

Table 1: The “criteria for speedy

processes that require more input and time to

deletion” (Wikipedia, 2015a).

be invested in them (Lam and Riedl, 2009).
One of these is “proposed deletion”, whereby any editor can place a “tag” on
an article requesting its deletion. After seven days without objection, the
article can be routinely deleted by an administrator (ibid., p.112).
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The most heavyweight process for deciding whether or not to delete an article
is known as “Articles for Deletion”. This first involves the nomination of the
article for deletion and, over the course of five to seven days, Wikipedians give
their opinions as to whether the article should exist. This process is dominated
by experienced Wikipedians. Geiger and Ford found that the overwhelming
majority of these debates featured process veterans; 96 percent of participants
in a debate, on average, had participated in a previous debate (Geiger and
Ford, 2011).

2.3.3 CONFLICT IN A FAST-PACED ENVIRONMENT
In The Wikipedia Revolution, Andrew Lih states that Wikipedia, as a result of
its avant-garde operating style, “encourages, nay, depends on, conflict” (Lih,
2009, p.122). Conflicts are increasingly common on Wikipedia, in particular
among contentious articles; while not unique to controversial articles, they
have been used by researchers as an indication of such (Sumi et al., 2011).
These conflicts are known on Wikipedia as “edit wars”, where information is
added or removed in alternate revisions (Viégas et al., 2004). Yasseri et al.
write:
“Conflicts and editorial wars, although restricted to a limited number
of articles which can be efficiently located, consume considerable
amounts of editorial resources.” (Yasseri et al., 2012, cited in
Jemielniak, 2014a, p.82)

There exist numerous processes to counteract conflict in editing, but Wikipedia
places emphasis on consensus-building when creating content. This has been
the case, Roy Rosenzweig notes, since the inception of the project, and was
initially a stop-gap for a lack of formal rules (2006, p.124). This mindset has
been retained as the website has grown more policies and introduced more
complicated roles (ibid.). However, this tendency has been criticised; The
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Times’ Oliver Kamm suggested that one contributor’s expertise can be
overshadowed by the many in the search for consensus:
“…like an interminable political meeting the end result will be
dominated by the loudest and most persistent voices.” (Kamm, 2007)

Indeed, research has found that the positive impact of collaboration versus
individual effort can only be partially supported. While Kane (2009) found
strong correlations between article quality and levels of collaboration, Kittur
and Kraut (2008) discovered that more editors only had more of a positive
effect when work was coordinated so the majority of the burden was placed on
a small fraction of them. This situation is not helped by the natural “ownership”
Wikipedians feel for their work, and, as a result, an overall reluctance to
change through collaboration or conflict (Jemielniak, 2014a, p.81-2).

Researcher Mark Graham argues that, were these articles not receiving the
level of attention that conflict provides, they would perhaps be subject to more
serious neutrality problems and unaddressed bias issues (Graham, 2011, p.
279). Likewise, Franco et al. suggest that conflict can lead to “positive
benefits” such as coming to agreements and reinforcing community values
(Franco et al., 1995, cited in Kittur et al., 2007b).

2.3.4 MAINTAINING ACCURACY
Most of the criticism of Wikipedia falls on the part of its lack of accuracy.
Librarian Philip Bradley told The Guardian in 2005 that “the main problem is
the lack of authority”, noting that while publishers are duty-bound to ensure
the accuracy of their content, no such duty exists in the traditional sense on
Wikipedia (Waldman, 2005). As such, hoaxes are not unheard of on Wikipedia
(Seelye, 2005; Hu et al., 2007; Messner and South, 2011). The problem can,
and has, spilled into the political spheres; The Washington Post reported in
2006 that computers in the US Congress were being used to insert false
statements, constituting bias or vandalism, into various political articles
!13
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(Noguchi, 2006). In 2014, programmer Ed Summers developed a Twitter
account, “@CongressEdits”, which tracks edits to Wikipedia by computers on
the US Congress’s network (Gallagher, 2014).

To maintain the accuracy of content, Wikipedia strongly encourages the use of
citations to verify information added to the website. Founder Jimmy Wales
affirmed in 2006 that Wikipedia ought to demand sources for all its
information:
“I really want to encourage a much stronger culture which says: it is
better to have no information, than to have information like this, with
no sources.” (Wales, 2006, cited in
Wikipedia, 2015e)
While research has found that one in
four Wikipedia articles do not cite any
sources whatsoever (Anderka and
Stein, 2012), on average an entry will
use of 2.65 external web pages as

Figure 3: Ford’s “sources work process for breaking
news” (Ford, 2012a).

citations (Lopes and Carriço, 2008).
Larger, or more contentious, articles
will make use of many more. News
articles, in particular, are required to be
verifiable and written in a historical
tone, as “Wikipedia should not offer
first-hand news reports on breaking
stories” (Wikipedia, 2015f).

<ref>{{cite web |url=http://
www.theguardian.com/world/2014/
jul/20/three-pro-russia-rebelleaders-suspects-over-downed-mh17
|title=Three pro-Russia rebel
leaders at the centre of
suspicions over downed MH17 |
first=Alec |last=Luhn |work=[[The
Guardian]] |date=20 July 2014 |
accessdate=8 September 2014}}</
ref>

Ford (2012a) suggests a work process
for the collection of sources in hightempo working environments such as
breaking news. She suggests that

Figure 4: A simulated example of a reference using
the “cite web” template, and its result.

editors, using article “talk pages”,
collect various articles for scrutiny by a larger group of onlooking editors, who
!14
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can then select sources based on corroboration with a second independent
source (Figure 3). These sources are then summarised within the context of
the article and added along with an inline citation, and over time are replaced
by updated information or higher-quality sources.

However, the software used by Wikipedia does not currently lend itself well to
producing citations in the correct way academically (Luther et al., 2009).
Currently, references are added using “templates” — short pieces of code
which are converted into readable sources by Wikipedia’s software (Lopes and
Carriço, 2008; cf. Figure 4). This use of pseudocode can be daunting to new
users attracted by the allure of editing such a fast-growing and relevant article.

2.4

THE OPEN-SOURCE MINDSET

One of Wikipedia’s defining characteristics is that the content found on the
website is purely user-generated, and available to anyone in the world, at any
time, for free. This defines it as an “open-source project”, varieties of which
have existed since the development of operating system software in the 1960s
(Lerner and Tirole, 2002). Since then, especially during the dot-com boom of
the 1990s (Callahan and Garrison, 2003), intangible, digital products have
become increasingly valuable and intellectual property is big business (Hesse,
2002). These developments have been criticised by a number of writers and
developers, who believe the open-source model, of free sharing of information,
is the better option. John Naughton describes the move towards knowledge-asproduct as “the knowledge economy”, which he argues stifles the technology
industries: “copyright has always been, effectively, at war with
technology” (Naughton, 2012, p.243).

2.4.1 MOTIVATIONS OF CONTRIBUTORS
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Before studying the range and characteristics of users contributing to Wikipedia
and indeed to its coverage of breaking news, it is important to consider why
these users voluntarily contribute to the website in the first place. Much
research has been undertaken into why users contribute to open-source
projects, which generally entails great amounts of work for little or no extrinsic
reward.

These contributors are motivated by a complex range of factors, not all of
which are economic — Bitzer et al. (2004) put forward that these factors can
include crafting solutions to particular problems, the want for belonging to a
like-minded community, and the enjoyment that goes with mastering the craft
(ibid., p.169). Others propose that releasing one’s work publicly can be a result
of “anticipated reciprocity, reputation, sense of efficacy, [or] need”:
“A person is motivated to contribute valuable information to the group
in the expectation that one will receive useful help and information in
return, that is, the motivation is an anticipated reciprocity.” (Kollock,
1999, cited in Graham, 2011, p.263-4)

These findings have been seconded with research into contributors to
Wikimedia projects. Lai and Yang (2014) wrote that Wikipedia “has created an
environment that facilitates communal codification of knowledge”:
“Wikipedia achieves this objective by enhancing contributors’ sense of
meaningfulness, self-determination, and sense of relatedness.” (Lai
and Yang, 2014)
Nov found longer-term editors tend to be intrinsically motivated by, for
instance, personal enjoyment (Nov, 2007), while Yang and Lai (2010) likewise
suggest that relatively limited interaction between editors on Wikipedia means
internal factors are generally driving ones. These findings are not corroborated
by other researchers, however, with some arguing that those with
administrative rights on the website may be motivated by stature, fiscal
reward, or even potential career development (Zhang and Zhu, 2006).
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EDITOR ARCHETYPES

One of the primary objectives of this research project is to investigate the
range and characteristics of contributors to breaking news content on
Wikipedia. It is generally accepted that, as with all collaborative systems,
Wikipedia is driven mostly by a core group of editors that contribute the
majority of the content (Kittur et al., 2007a; Kriplean et al., 2008). Wilkinson’s
research into various online collaborative systems consistently found this to be
the case (2008). A major component of this research project is to identify and
explore the range of editors contributing to open-source collaborative projects.
Certainly with the case of Wikipedia, the majority of the rules and guidelines
that dictate how content can and cannot be added or removed are written by a
select few users. Konieczny (2010) suggests that rather than as a democracy,
Wikipedia could be described as an “oligarchy”, with a “cabal” of users holding
most of the power in the community (p.272).

To fully understand the spread and variety in Wikipedia’s editing community, it
is necessary to measure and categorise them accordingly. Stein and Hess
elected to categorise German users in terms of how many edits they had made
to “excellent” pages, but stress this does not translate to the user’s reputation
on the website (Stein and Hess, 2007). They found that audited “featured”
articles tended to be written by more experienced editors. The late activist
Aaron Swartz argued that, using different metrics, the opposite is true; most of
the gross content on Wikipedia has been added by users with very few edits,
or users who are anonymous (Swartz, 2006). Kittur et al. (2007) suggest
despite initial trends towards “elite”, experienced users, most of the workload
has gradually been taken on by newcomers.
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Some users hold positions of power on Wikipedia — such as administrators and
those holding the “rollback” right, which allows the automatic reversion of
multiple edits by the same user (Ebersbach et al., 2008, p.63). These users are
required to demonstrate their competence and experience before being
awarded these rights, so their numbers were looked at to give context to these
categories.

Halfaker, Keyes and Taraborelli (2013) drew their attention to “lurkers”, that is,
users who do not contribute much to the project but who exist in very large
numbers. A study of the behaviour of “lurkers” found that there are a wide
range of reasoning for not participating, including shyness and a want for
privacy (Nonnecke and Preece, 2003, p.116), and Beenen et al. (2004) found
that others need to be encouraged to participate. In particular, they found
lurkers were more likely to participate in a collaborative system after being set
specific, rather than non-specific, goals.

2.5.1 AMBULANCE CHASING
Brian Keegan suggests that a core group of editors emerges quickly following
the breaking of news, a phenomenon he calls “ambulance chasing” (Keegan,
2014). His research suggests this core group collects itself generally within
hours following the onset of breaking news, and that they move between
articles to collaborate response among newer editors (Keegan et al., 2013).
This tendency manifests itself primarily in articles with a global, rather than
primarily domestic interest; for instance, he found “ambulance chasing” to be
more obvious among articles such as “Malaysia Airlines Flight 370”, and
“negligible” on those such as “United States elections, 2014” (Keegan, 2014).
He contrasts this trend with those seen in other articles, non-breaking and
historical, which can take months or years to see the same level of
centralisation (Keegan et al., 2013, p.617).
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This centralisation can take place sometimes before the article begins to be
written, taking the form of “tags” added to the article automatically as it is
created. These alert “page patrollers” to the article’s creation, who decide
initially whether or not the article is worthy of inclusion, and ultimately
whether to add to it personally (Ford, 2015).

2.5.2 ZIPF’S LAW
Zipf’s Law is a distribution in which,
for a set of population data, each
point’s frequency is inversely
proportional to its position in a
frequency ranking (Anderson, 2009,
p.126). Linguist George Zipf found,
when studying English word usage
in 1949, that the second-most
common word would appear half as
often as the first, and so on. This
principle, which produces a “powerlaw”, or y=1/x, curve, can be

Figure 5: The Zipf curve identified by Almeida et al. (2007)
as plotted on a log-log graph, which makes the curve
appear as a straight line.

applied not only to linguistics, but
to various other phenomena (ibid.). Economist Paul Krugman wrote:
“…The usual complaint about economic theory is that our models are
oversimplified — that they offer excessively neat views of complex,
messy reality. [In the case of Zipf’s Law] the reverse is true: we have
complex, messy models, yet reality is startlingly neat and
simple.” (Krugman, 1996)

Research has found that groups of contributors on Wikipedia tend to follow
Zipf’s Law. Almeida et al. found that overall, contributions to Wikipedia
followed not one but two Zipf curves (Figure 5). This indicated that two groups
of users exist; a small number of contributors who make large-scale
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contributions to Wikipedia, and a much larger group who contribute far less
content (Almeida et al., 2007).

2.6

WIKIPEDIA IN DECLINE

Studies undertaken during the
rapid growth and rise to
prominence of Wikipedia
suggested the website was
experiencing exponential
growth (Voss, 2005; Capocci
et al., 2006). This was found
to be the case in terms of
article numbers, page size,
and editor retention figures.
H o w e v e r, t h e g r o w t h o f

Figure 6: The number of contributors remaining active each
month has consistently fallen since 2008 (Keyes, 2013).

Wikipedia reached its peak in 2007, according to research by Suh et al.
(2009). They argue that Wikipedia’s growth, as time goes on, will slow as
article numbers tend toward an upper limit.

Article creation figures notwithstanding, editor retention is a larger issue for
Wikipedia. Contrasting with research by Wilkinson (2008), Halfaker et al. state
that “the success of an open collaboration project appears to be highly
correlated with the number of participants it maintains” (Halfaker et al., 2013a,
p.664). Therefore, it would appear that despite Wikipedia’s reliance on a core
group of users, it has a vested interest in maintaining editor numbers to
prolong the project’s success.

Technology Review journalist Tom Simonite suggested in 2013 that Wikipedia
was inadvertently turning away editors through complicated editing interfaces
and an increasingly complex system of rules and guidelines (Simonite, 2013):
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“The loose collective running the website today, estimated to be 90
percent male, operates a crushing bureaucracy with an often abrasive
atmosphere that deters newcomers who might increase participation
in Wikipedia and broaden its coverage.” (ibid., p.52)
Indeed, Simonite’s criticisms were seconded by Jemielniak (2014b), who noted
that Wikipedia contains thousands of policies and guidelines, of various levels
of strictness. He also notes, however, that Wikipedia, in theory, relies on a
policy of “common sense”, though says even this falls victim to the
bureaucracy of the website.

Jemielniak explains that “bureaucracy substitutes for the lack of more
traditional organizational hierarchy” (2014b), a concept investigated in
research by Butler, Joyce and Pike (2008). They found that policies and
guidelines had become extremely bloated since they were first established,
sometimes being expanded by hundreds of times, indicating a more
complicated rule system. However, they suggest that “pursuing the ‘policyless’
ideal that wikis represent is a pipedream; policy creation and maintenance is
an important aspect of the work that must be done to keep the community
running” (Butler et al., 2008).
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METHODOLOGY

The aim of this research project was to investigate the development of
breaking news articles on Wikipedia, with particular focus on the speed of this
development, the use of sources in these cases, and the range of contributors
to these articles. To research these areas in the most methodical way, this
project makes use of both statistical and content analysis in a concurrent
manner, framing these quantitative methods of analysis in a cross-case study.

3.1

CASE SELECTION

Eisenhardt states that case studies involve looking at one example in detail,
focusing on “understanding the dynamics present within single settings”. These
generally combine various methodologies, quantitative and qualitative, and can
be used to achieve various aims, for instance, to test or generate theory
(Eisenhardt, 1989, p.534-5). Green warns that, due to the nature of case
studies, they are often limited in scope: “Each study is necessarily short, and
to some degree partial, since these abbreviated vignettes are part of a larger
consideration” (Green, 2010, p.14). Instead, cross-case analysis should
maintain focus on individual cases, say Ayres et al., who state that “acrosscase synthesis achieves authenticity from the investigator’s analytic immersion
within individual cases” (Ayres et al. 2003, p.875).

Cross-case analyses can take a number of forms, involving direct comparisons
between two cases, trend studies over time and combinations thereof (Bouma,
1993, p.111, cited in Balnaves and Caputi, 2001, p.26). Yin states that an
initial case study can be useful when encountering a second case with similar
characteristics (Yin, 1981, p.63). By focusing on two regions of the
development of a Wikipedia article, deeper analysis can be undertaken using
one of these suggested models.

For this project, research focused on two “spikes” in the development of
“Shooting of Michael Brown” — first, the creation of the article, as well as the
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initial flurry of editing, and second, the spike that occurred upon the nonindictment of Darren Wilson in November. These spikes were identified and
defined through the analysis of editing activity and pageview data obtained
from stats.grok.se (Mituzas, 2011), as well as with media coverage and
timelines covering both events (cf. Paunescu et al., 2014; Swaine et al., 2014;
Sanchez and Lawler, 2014).

These peaks, which are used to achieve both the speed and accuracy
objectives, are defined as two sets of 500 revisions: The first, between 09:38
UTC on 16 August 2014 and 17:54 UTC on 18 August 2014 (a period of 2 days,
8 hours and 16 minutes), and the second, between 00:57 UTC on 23
November 2014 and 22:36 UTC on 01 December 2014 (a period of 8 days, 21
hours and 39 minutes).

3.2

SPEED OF DEVELOPMENT

Much of this research project made use of statistical analysis, a quantitative
research method used to form conclusions or identify patterns in seemingly
random samples (Belli, 2008, p.75). Data is collected and connections, from
which hypotheses may be created, can be identified deductively. This is ideal
for the objectives of this dissertation, as it will allow the exploration of speed,
accuracy and range of contributors in an objective way, as well as the crafting
of theories based on these explorations.

Wikipedia, in part due to its openness, allows anyone full access to its data
through “revision histories”, which are available for every page on the website
(Broughton, 2008, p.50). These revision data, or “editor–article interaction”
data (Keegan et al., 2013, p.600), were extracted from the English Wikipedia’s
Application Programming Interface (API). An API is a method of presenting
information in a way that is easier for computers to understand (Jacobson et
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al., 2011, p.4); in this instance, Wikipedia’s API can be used to collect large
amounts of metadata about articles hosted on the website. Using this method
of data collection, the metadata for 6,072 revisions of the “Shooting of Michael
Brown” article was extracted.

3.2.1 SAMPLING
Due to the scale of the “Shooting of Michael Brown” article, it was necessary to
narrow the analysis to a select set of samples which define the relevant
“spikes” as described in Chapter 3.1. These samples could then be analysed in
depth to gain a deeper understanding of the article as a whole (Kranzler, 2007,
p.125). Sample size is an important variable that must be taken into
consideration; for this study, 500 revisions from each peak were selected to
contain analysis appropriately and to keep the research from becoming
unwieldy (Rowntree, 1981, p.25).

To measure the speed of this article’s development during the two peaks of
development (as stated in Chapter 3.1), samples were taken systematically
from the 500-revision peaks. Every tenth revision was selected, to provide for
objective conclusions to be reached from this data, and for a methodical
analysis to be completed within the timescale allowed. This resulted in 50
“slices” of article development each ten revisions large. For each “slice”, the
timestamp and page size were analysed to give a representation of both the
editing speed and scale of development. This technique is known as “inter-edit
time” calculation, used by researchers primarily to investigate editing sessions
(Halfaker et al., 2015). Editing speed itself was calculated in “edits per hour”,
which involved finding the time difference over the “slice” and working out the
editing speed, hypothetically, over an hour.
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3.2.2 STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE
This research made use of the Pearson correlation, the most common method
for identifying correlations within data (Rumsey, 2007, p.308). This method is
used for numerical data, such as those which do not consist of categorical or
ordinal data (ibid.). This method will indicate whether a relationship exists
between sets of data, the strength of this relationship, and the statistical
significance of this relationship — that is, whether the relationship has
emerged by chance or whether it allows meaningful conclusions to be reached
(Weinberg and Abramowitz, 2002). Pearson correlation merely indicates
relationships rather than providing a causation for them, which must be taken
into account when undertaking analysis (ibid., p.136).

3.3

ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY

To analyse the references used to
verify the information on
Wikipedia, a different type of
method was used. It is difficult, if
not impossible, to perform analysis
of accuracy, a subjective criterion,

Figure 7: A Wikipedia reference (cf. Figure 4) annotated to
show its composition. Citation number (orange), author
(red), date of publication (green), title and URL as hyperlink
(blue), publication title (yellow), date accessed (purple).

using quantitative means, and as
such it was deemed necessary to analyse these references in a broader
context. Specific revisions of the Wikipedia article were chosen systematically
over each of two “peaks” of development (as stated in Chapter 3.1), and
metadata on the references themselves was collected from each of these
revisions (cf. Figure 7). This was done using Import.io, software that simplifies
the creation of custom APIs for developers by automatically extracting
information from web pages (Kumparak, 2013). Essentially, this converted
information on the website into usable data which could be analysed and
compared.
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Content analysis is a research method closely related to statistical analysis.
Krippendorff writes that the former is useful for drawing conclusions from texts
in context (2004, p.18). He cites Berelson’s definition of the method in this
regard, who put that content analysis is “a research technique for the
objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of
communication” (Berelson, 1952, cited in ibid., p.19). For this study, the data
contained within references used in the “Shooting of Michael Brown” article
were used as the content to be analysed.

Samples were selected systematically from each peak, ensuring no bias was
introduced into the process (Kranzler, 2007, p.125-6). Systematic samples
involve “selecting the sample at regular intervals from the sampling
frame” (Saunders et al., 2009, p.226). This method of sampling allows for a
diachronic picture of how the article’s references developed over the two peaks
and for comparisons to be drawn from findings. These revisions are referred to
throughout the study as “1A”, “1B” etc., and can be found in Appendix 8.1.1.

3.4

EDITOR ANALYSIS

There are a number of methods for categorising editors by experience. The
Wikipedia community tends to refer to a number of these during, for example,
the administrator election process (“Requests for Adminship”), a period in
which a user is heavily scrutinised. Observers note that while the sheer volume
of a user’s edits would appear an intuitive method for judging editing
experience, the community “frown upon” artificially high edit counts (Burke
and Kraut, 2008). Indeed, Collier et al. (2008) found that most users would
use “prospective criteria”, mostly subjective, to judge other users. They
identify two “retrospective criteria” which can be measured quantitatively to
evaluate a user’s experience: number of edits and length of experience.
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For this project, these “retrospective criteria” were applied to the 439
registered users (listed in Appendix 8.2) and the 162 anonymous users who
contributed to the “Shooting of Michael Brown” article. This more rigorous
method, as opposed to the use of samples, was selected to output more
meaningful results that may be more reliably reproduced. For each user, the
date of account creation and total edit count (as of 12 January 2015) were
logged. To calculate a user’s “experience”, which is a subjective criterion by
definition, the user’s edit count was divided by the account’s age to give a
workable figure. These figures were then sorted into broad arbitrary categories
for the sake of analysis as in Table 2. Anonymous users, who do not have a
certain “account age”, were given a
separate category for the purposes of this
s t u d y. “ B o t s ”, a u t o m a t e d a c c o u n t s

Edits/day Label
40+

Power users

10–40

Highly active users

5–10

Very active users

1–5

Active users

0.1–1

Casual users

0.01–0.1

Infrequent users

These broad categories were given

<0.01

Very infrequent users

qualitative labels based on certain

IPs

Anonymous users

generally used to revert vandalism or
make small technical edits en-masse
(Cosley et al., 2007; Steiner, 2014), were
excluded, as their high rates of editing
could skew findings.

parameters to tell them apart from one
another for the purposes of this project,

Table 2: The broad categories used to sort
editors for analysis.

though kept closely tied to their definitions to prevent potential confusion.
These ranged from “power users”, a computing term used to denote highly
experienced and active users, to “very infrequent users” who generally possess
old but underused accounts. These descriptive labels were applied with caution
to prevent the illusion of activity levels directly translating to experience and
skill, which is not always the case (Kruger and Dunning, 1999).
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The researcher is a long-time member of the Wikipedia community, having
created an account in July 2006 and attaining “administrator”, or
“sysop” (short for “systems operator” (Elia, 2006)), status in May 2008. Adler
and Adler (1987, cited in Konieczny, 2010, p.264-5) define this role as a
“member-researcher”, which is an approach not uncommon when undertaking
research into Wikipedia’s inner workings. This is usually an option in qualitative
research since information gathered through these methodologies generally
passes through a researcher before being presented. The member-researcher
role will not play a significant part in this particular research project, though its
existence must be acknowledged since it opens opportunities for bias to spoil
findings and results (Kelley, 1999, p.24).

To counteract this potential bias, research will be undertaken from the outside
looking in, using primarily quantitative methods. Thus, while the researcher
will play a role in the analysis of the data, it will not be as a qualitative
researcher, and work will be undertaken to prevent personal response
introducing itself into the findings (ibid.). Only data that are publicly available
to the researcher will be used and analysed in this project, meaning that no
personal data on, for example, users of the website will be accessed.
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4

RESULTS

4.1

IDENTIFYING SPIKES AND PEAKS
Edits to page

B
D

E

Peak 1

C

18 August

25 August

600

540

480

420

360

300

240

A

180

120

60

0
11 August

1 September

(500 revisions)

Incident key

8 September

A

August 11

Article created, two days after
Brown’s shooting.

15 September

B

August 15

CCTV of Brown stealing cigars
released by police.

C

August 18

Case gathers international media
attention (Makinen, 2014).

29 September

D

August 20–22

Incident report released. Police
criticised for withholding
information.

6 October

E

August 25

Brown’s funeral is held.

F

September

Protests continue in Ferguson.

G

November
24–25

A grand jury declines to indict
Wilson for Brown’s death.

H

November 25
—early
December

Riots begin in Ferguson. Peaceful
protests held in 170 US cities.

F
22 September

13 October

20 October

Date

27 October

3 November

10 November

G
17 November

24 November

Peak 2

(500 revisions)
1 December

H
8 December

15 December

22 December

29 December

Figure 8: Edits per day (black, left
axis) plotted against daily

5 January

pageviews (red, right axis).
12 January
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Editor’s first contribution

2014
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H

Figure 9: Editors’ first contributions to the article, plotted against account ages. Peaks 1 and 2 highlighted red
and blue. Letters refer to the incident key in Figure 8.
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SPEED OF RESPONSE

Peak 1 — Initial Ferguson riots
Over the first peak (Figure 10),

100

Peak 1

editing rates are far from
constant. They vary from lows

75
Edits/hr

of 1.31 edits per hour to highs
of 100 edits per hour at the
start and end of the peak

50

25

respectively. The mean rate
throughout the 56.27 hour
observed peak in editing

0

941

981 1021 1061 1101 1141 1181 1221 1261 1301 1341 1381 1421

Figure 10: Editing rates per peak 1 sample, in edits per hour.

activity was 18.57 edits per
hour, with a standard deviation of 17.1. This was more than eleven times
higher than the overall average edits per hour, which was 1.65.

Peak 2 — Wilson indictment decision
The second peak in editing

100

Peak 2

a c t i v i t y, o b s e r v e d i n l a t e
November (Figure 11), was

75
Edits/hr

slower but more consistent than
the first. In this range, there
was a low of 0.13 edits per hour

50

25

— signifying a gap of over three
days across the ten revision
“slice” — and a high of 40 edits

0

4281 4321 4361 4401 4441 4481 4521 4561 4601 4641 4681 4721 4761

Figure 11: Editing rates per peak 2 sample, in edits per hour.

per hour in the middle of this
peak. The mean was 7.21 edits per hour, two and a half times slower than
observed in the first peak of development, with a standard deviation of 9.46.
There is no significant correlation between these peaks that can be identified
using Pearson correlation, indicating their unpredictable nature.
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Text added
Across both peaks, a large amount of text was added to the article. In the first
peak, this amounted to 30,905 bytes of data, meaning an average addition of
61.81 bytes per edit, and a mean of 501.02 bytes added per hour. The second
peak, which lasted much longer chronologically, saw 39,179 bytes of text
added over the observed period of editing, signifying a mean of 78.36 bytes
added per edit, but only 138.77 bytes added per hour. This means that text
addition was on average 3.6 times slower than in the first peak. A significant
correlation between these rates of development can be identified using Pearson
correlation, at the 0.01 level. This is visualised using percentages in Figure 12.

Percentage of text content during peak

100%

90%

80%
Peak 1
Peak 2
70%

60%

1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49

Sample number
Figure 12: Content added to each peak per sample, expressed as a percentage of the final figure for each
peak.

4.3

ANALYSIS OF SOURCES

4.3.1 USAGE OF SOURCES
For this analysis, the use of references was quantified over ten systematic
samples taken from each peak, with the objective being to compare and
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contrast reference density across each time period. The first peak made use of
a mean of 198.1 inline citations, a figure increasing to 339.1 in the second
peak. The results of this analysis are visualised as a bar chart, with a linear
trend line, in Figure 13.
2.5

1.8

Reference desnity

Peak 1

Peak 2

2.4

1.7

2.3
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2.2

1.5

2.1
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B
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D

E

F

G

H

J

K

1.4

A

B

C

Sample

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

Sample

Figure 13: Reference densities, in references per kilobyte, per sample. Left, peak 1; Right, peak 2.

Comparing the two peaks, the first is almost one and a half times more
reference-dense than the second over the ten samples. The mean density of
each is 2.377 references per kilobyte and 1.613 references per kilobyte
respectively. Both clearly show a similar increase in reference density over the
500-revision peak, with the first increasing by 5.3% and the second by 5.1%.
This cross-case relationship is significant at the 0.05 level, two-tailed, using
Pearson correlation, which indicates a strong level of correlation between the
two peaks (Weinberg and Abramowitz, 2002, p.135-6).

4.3.2 GEOGRAPHY OF SOURCES
To further understand the use of sources in the “Shooting of Michael Brown”
article, the 5,359 observed citations used across all twenty samples were
sorted by type, location and publisher, and compared across the two peaks and
the samples taken from each.
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Figure 14: Source types used in each peak.

There is a notable shift from website and radio sources to print media between
the first and second peaks, with the website and radio source usage decreasing
by 5.41 and 4.17 percentage points respectively. Print sources, however, saw
an increase of 8.44 percentage points between the two peaks. The figures for
television and magazine sources remained largely the same across both peaks.

Source geography
National newspapers, such as the New York Times — commonly referred to as
a “newspaper of record” within the United States (Zelizer et al., 2002) — are
well-represented in the references of the article. This is reflected in the
percentage share of each peak taken up by sources from the state of New
York, which is 26.8 percent in peak 1 and 27.75 percent in peak 2. The
second-most populated category is that of Missouri itself, the state in which the
shooting occurred. These sources include local print sources The St. Louis PostDispatch, The St. Louis American and the Springfield Leader, as well as radio
and television sources from the surrounding area. These local sources
represent one in five of all citations used in the article across both peaks. The
vast majority of citations (76.17 and 82.83 percent) are from sources located
within the United States while the others are foreign or global.

There are few drastic changes between the two peaks in terms of the
geographic split, as can be observed in Figure 15. Missouri’s share of the
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New York
Missouri

Location

Washington, DC
Peak 1
Peak 2

Georgia
California
Other US
Foreign
Online
0%

6%

12%

18%

24%

30%

Percentage of citations
Figure 15: Locations of sources across both peaks as a percentage of total citations.

citations, however, see an increase of 1.62 percentage points into peak 2,
while online sources without an obvious origin, as well as foreign sources, see
a marked decrease.

Publishers of sources
In the first peak, there were 72 unique publishers used at least once across the
ten samples; in the second this figure increases to 87. Both peaks are
dominated, however, by a select few of the most-used references. On average,
the top ten references in peak 1 accounted for 55.9 percent of the total
citations, and in peak 2 this figure rose to 61.3 percent, suggesting a move
towards the centralisation of publishers between the two peaks. Both sets of
twenty most-used publishers can be observed in Table 3.

These sources are primarily high-profile news sources which cover the whole of
the United States, such as Georgia-based broadcaster CNN and national
newspapers the Washington Post and the New York Times. The Missouri-based
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St. Louis Post-Dispatch makes an appearance in both peaks’ top fives, and in
the second peak is by far the most-used publisher, with more than one in eight
of all citations originating from the newspaper. It is not the only local source
appearing in these lists: radio station KSDK is cited an average of 6.6 times
across the first peak, though this drops to 3 in the second peak. Other local
radio stations appear in these lists, such as KTVI (18th and 14th) and KMOV
(13th and =29th).

Peak 1

Peak 2

Publisher

Ave.
uses

Per cent

#

Publisher

Ave.
uses

CNN

20.5

10.3%

1

St. Louis Post-Dispatch 42.8

12.6%

Washington Post

17.2

8.7%

2

CNN

33.1

9.8%

New York Times

12.8

6.5%

3

New York Times

32.3

9.5%

Huffington Post

12.1

6.1%

4

Washington Post

31.5

9.3%

St. Louis Post-Dispatch 10.6

5.4%

5

Los Angeles Times

18.6

5.5%

Los Angeles Times

8.8

4.4%

6

Huffington Post

13.9

4.1%

MSNBC

8.6

4.3%

7

USA Today

11.4

3.4%

NBC News

7

3.5%

8

NBC News

9.2

2.7%

Vox

6.7

3.4%

9

MSNBC

7.9

2.3%

KSDK

6.6

3.3%

10 CBS News

7.2

2.1%

USA Today

5.6

2.8%

11 TIME

7

2.1%

TIME

4.7

2.4%

12 Vox

6.4

1.9%

KMOV

4.5

2.3%

13 Fox News

6.2

1.8%

Wall Street Journal

4.5

2.3%

14 KTVI

5.6

1.7%

New York Daily News

4

2.0%

15 Newsweek

4.3

1.3%

St. Louis American

4

2.0%

16 Mail Online

4.1

1.2%

Associated Press

3.9

2.0%

17 New York Magazine

4

1.2%

KTVI

3

1.5%

18 ABC News

3.9

1.2%

New York Magazine

2.1

1.1%

19 New York Daily News

3.2

0.9%

NPR

2

1.0%

20 American Civil Liberties Union 3

Table 3: Locations of sources in both peaks, ranked by average number of citations in each sample.
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RANGE OF CONTRIBUTORS

The “Shooting of Michael Brown” article attracted 607 different contributors
from creation on 11 August 2014 through to 12 January 2015, who between
them contributed 6,072 edits over the 22-week period. Of these contributors,
439 were registered users, six were “bots” (automated editing tools for
maintenance tasks (Geiger and Halfaker, 2013)), and the remaining 162 were
logged-out users editing under an IP address.

4.4.1 EDITOR EXPERIENCE
Edits/day

Category

Count % Count

of which
status*

% Status

40+

Power users

27

4.49%

20

74.07%

10–40

Highly active users

73

12.15%

38

52.05%

5–10

Very active users

67

11.15%

26

38.81%

1–5

Active users

105

17.47%

19

18.10%

0.1–1

Casual users

92

15.31%

4

4.35%

0.01–0.1

Infrequent users

62

10.32%

0

0%

<0.01

Very infrequent users

13

2.16%

0

0%

IPs

Anonymous users

162

26.96%

0

0%

601

100%

107

17.80%

Total/average
Table 4: Users sorted into experience categories.

* “Status” refers to users with “rollback” or administrative privileges (Arazy et al., 2015).

While these category boundaries were selected to result in a relative even
spread across all seven categories, most of the registered users contributing to
the article are classed as “active users”. Of these, around a fifth hold some
level of status on Wikipedia, such as administrative rights or the “rollback”
function which enables semi-automated reversion of content (Arazy et al.,
2015). The category with the highest proportion of privileged users is “power
users”, with almost three quarters holding status. This proportion becomes less
substantial as users become less frequent. The same categories were then
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used to analyse the amount of content added to the article by users of each
group (see Table 5).

Category

Count

Total
edits

Edits
(mean)

Total added
(bytes)

Added
(mean)

Power users

27

319

11.81

21,629

801.1

Highly active users

73

2,816

38.58

269,977

3698.3

Very active users

67

780

11.64

59,411

886.7

Active users

105

1,110

10.57

76,538

728.9

Casual users

92

562

6.11

53,848

585.3

Infrequent users

62

138

2.23

12,930

208.5

Very infrequent users 13

19

1.46

978

75.2

Anonymous users

162

253

1.56

6,263

38.7

Total/average

601

5,997

9.98

501,574

834.6

Table 5: Users’ edits to the article and total content added by experience category.

The vast majority of the content added to the “Shooting of Michael Brown”
article over the 22-week period of observation — over half of the total — was
contributed by the 73 users falling into the “highly active users” category,
around an eighth of the total editor population. This suggests that experienced
editors’ contributions are the driving force behind the production of content on
this particular article. These editors made an average of 38.6 edits to the
article and contributed an average of around 3.6 kilobytes of content each.
Very infrequent users and IP addresses, conversely, contributed very little to
the article on a per user basis.

Breaking this down further in terms of content added per edit (Figure 16), the
divide between categories is not as pronounced. While those in the “highly
active” category are still the top contributors using this metric, it is not nearly
by the same margin. While these editors contributed an average of 95.87 bytes
per edit, those in the “casual users” and “infrequent users” categories
contributed a mean of 95.81 bytes and 93.70 bytes respectively. This can be
seen to tail off, with “very infrequent users” contributing 51.47 bytes per edit
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and anonymous users adding less than half of that figure (24.75 bytes per
edit).

Power
Highly active

Category

Very active
Active
Casual
Infrequent
Very infrequent
Anonymous
0

25

50

75

100

Mean content added per edit (bytes)
Figure 16: Average content added per edit over each experience category.

Account age
Leaving aside user edit counts, users were also charted by their account age —
that is, the year in which their accounts were created. This is not necessarily
the year in which their editing activity began. Looking at the number of edits
and the data contributed to the article by year of account creation as visualised
in Figure 17, the majority of both edits made to the article and data added to
the article is the responsibility of those with accounts created in 2012 and
2013. A much lower proportion is contributed by, for instance, those with
accounts created in 2010 and 2011. The correlation between the mean number
of edits made to the article by each year group and the mean amount of
content added is significant at the 0.01 level, two-tailed, using Pearson
correlation, which suggests a very strong relationship between the two sets of
data (Weinberg and Abramowitz, 2002, p.135-6).
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Average content added
Average edits
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5,000

50

4,000

40

3,000

30

2,000

20

1,000

10

2002
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2004
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2008
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Edits to article

Content added (bytes)

6,000

2014

Year of account creation

Figure 17: Average edits (bars) and content created (line) added to the article per user, by year of account
creation.

4.4.2 CENTRALISATION OF EDITS
As discussed in Chapter 2.5.2, Zipf’s
10000

Law dictates that, in a frequency
table, the top ranking user will have

second-most prolific editor, and so on,
which should roughly fit to a straight
line when plotted on a graph with two

1000

Number of edits

roughly twice as many edits as the

100

10

log axes. Data was taken from each
user’s editing figures and plotted on a
log-log graph in Figure 18. The
relative straightness of the line’s fit
against the expected Zipf curve shows

1

1

10

100

1000

Contributor ranking (by edits)

Figure 18: Users’ edits to the article against their
edit ranking, log-log, fit to the Zipf curve (dotted).

that Zipf’s Law is adhered to by the
data. The graph is stepped due to the high volume of users contributing very
small numbers of edits: 362 contributors, over three-fifths of the total,
contributed only one edit to the article.
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Others
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Dyrnych
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Figure 19: Pie chart of edits
made by top ten contributors,

Michael-Ridgway
1.98% Gaijin42
2.32%

including others combined

ChrisGualtieri
4.41%

MrX
3.87%

Bob K31416
2.70%

(grey).

Mandruss
18.80%
Others
32.28%

Cwobeel
25.92%

Sy9045
1.62%
Michael-Ridgway
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Gaijin42
ChrisGualtieri
Dyrnych 3.19%
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Figure 20: Pie chart of content
added by top ten contributors
(cf. Figure 20), including
others combined (grey).
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Figure 19 shows that the top ten contributors by number of edits made to the
article — fewer than two percent of the total number of editors — account for
58 percent of the total edits made to the article. The top editor, “Mandruss”,
alone made over a fifth of the edits to the article over the observed 22-week
period, with 1,285 edits. In terms of content added to the article (Figure 20), a
more pronounced version of the same trend can be observed. Using this
metric, the top ten contributors by edits to the article contributed more than
two-thirds of the raw content; of the 503.7 kilobytes of content added to the
article over the 22-week observed period, they contributed 341.1 kilobytes
between them. “Cwobeel”, the second-highest user by edits to the article,
contributed over a quarter of its raw content at 130.5 kilobytes.
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5

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

5.1

SPEED OF DEVELOPMENT

Perhaps counter-intuitively, this article did not exist until more than two days
after the shooting occurred. While Michael Brown was shot at midday on the 9
August, the article did not come into being until the morning of 11 August
Central Daylight Time. This suggests that editors held back on creating the
article immediately, perhaps fearing Wikipedia’s notability guidelines, and lends
weight to theories that Wikipedia’s bureaucratic rules are impeding the creation
of new articles (Carr, 2011). Indeed, that the article was created so late is
something of an anomaly for “breaking news”; the work of Keegan et al.
reveals that some two-thirds of such articles are created within the first
twenty-four hours of an event occurring (Keegan et al., 2013).

The speed of editing across the two areas of significant development, referred
to throughout the project as “peaks” (Figure 8), proved to be less than
constant though both peaks evidenced significantly quicker rates of editing
than the figure for the entire article (Figures 10 and 11). It is difficult,
however, to hypothesise a cause for such erratic rates of editing. Higher rates
of editing may sometimes indicate controversies in articles, such as ‘back-andforths’ between groups of editors adding and removing content (Kittur et al.,
2007b; Vuong et al., 2008). This would suggest that the reversion of vandalism
plays a role in the process. Research has suggested reversion of such material,
at least in high-profile articles, occurs very quickly (Read, 2006). Smaller, more
technical edits performed in sequence, rather than all at once, could also
explain the disparities in editing rates.

The lack of statistical significance in this research’s findings should also be
addressed. This suggests that it is not possible to accurately estimate the
speed of article editing at any particular time and that it is, by and large,
unpredictable in its ebbs and flows. However, comparing the two peaks overall,
it is clear that the earlier peak, observed throughout the initial development of
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the article amid riots in Ferguson, attracted much quicker rates of editing. It
also saw much more text being added, proportionately, in a smaller space of
time. This, in combination with the high volume of newcomers taking part
throughout this period (Figure 9), may indicate uncertainty among the
community regarding how to piece together information in the early stages of
production (Keegan et al., 2013). Instead, users may in these cases add
content as it is covered by independent sources and leave the vetting process
for quieter periods some days after the event itself (Ford, 2015, p.89).

The second peak, though surrounding a very high-profile and easily predicted
event in the shooting’s storyline, saw a much more relaxed period of editing
that saw 3.5 times less content added per hour than the first. This may be a
result of there simply being less to say about this incident — the grand jury’s
decision can be summed up in one well-cited sentence. A similar situation
occurred in the article “2014 FIFA World Cup”, noted Keegan in 2014, who
observed surprisingly small editing spikes during important games and a
sudden, sharp decline in editing activity following the tournament’s conclusion
(Keegan, 2014).

5.2

ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY

It is evident from the data collected that the quantitative use of citations within
the text increases with time throughout each peak (Figure 13). This suggests
one of two things: that users are adding more content to a number of different
references attached to allow easier verification of facts, or it could be a result
of the removal of poorly-sourced information from the article. Since the
article’s size steadily increases over time, the former is the more likely cause of
this trend.

This cannot define exactly how accurate information in these samples was,
since it is not certain that text in the article accurately reflects the content of
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these citations and there is no method for quantifying the quality of the
sources being utilised within them. However, this does indicate that
Wikipedians are inserting more references than text, which suggests that each
article is being treated as an encyclopaedic work rather than as an item of
news. Garfinkel noted in 2008 that verifiability is “one of Wikipedia's three core
content policies” alongside “no original research” (Wikipedia, 2015b) and
“neutral point of view” (Garfinkel, 2008). Therefore, content added to the
encyclopaedia will, in theory, require plentiful citation. Kane, however, warns
that “more extensively referenced articles may lead to perceptions that content
is more authoritative without regard to content quality”, suggesting that even
the most citation-heavy articles are liable to contain information that does not
reflect the content of said references (Kane, 2011).

The findings of this project mirror those of Chen and Roth (2012), who found
that overall, references are used more frequently in Wikipedia articles in
“periods during which more substantial edits are made”. They propose that this
is due to “substantiation of articles”, in that the addition of well-referenced
content fosters more of the same in subsequent revisions. This tends to occur
when content is added in large chunks, generally by more “serious” and longterm users.

Comparing the two peaks, however, indicated that the first contained relatively
more references than the second. This indicates that the interval between
these periods, which was not observed, saw proportionately more text being
added than citations being used to verify facts. It is feasible that the
information contained within sources used was slowly incorporated into the
article as fact, becoming what Wikipedia considers “original research” (Caverly
and Ward, 2008; Niederer and van Dijck, 2010).

This research also found that the majority of sources used over the observed
peaks were consistently print sources (Figure 14). While there is no objective
definition of what constitutes a “reliable” source, it is likely that editors will
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select sources with solid reputations above fringe blogs and primary sources.
Researchers in the past have discovered that large, global media sources such
as The New York Times and BBC News are the most-used across the whole of
Wikipedia (Ford et al., 2013), a trend clearly visible in this research.
Nevertheless, Ford et al. propose that the most persistent sources are
generally those that might normally be seen as primary sources:
“…Amongst some of Wikipedia’s most high-traffic pages, the
conception of what is considered ‘reliable’ does not necessarily refer
to traditional academic publications.” (ibid.)

Ford suggests that because “editors often choose citations that will be deemed
more acceptable to other editors”, the process of selecting sources for verifying
information on breaking news articles is done largely by a select group (Ford,
2012a). These sources need to be backed up by secondary, independent
sources to corroborate the information they convey, much like the practices
employed by high-profile news providers (Bruno, 2011). Therefore, it is logical
that these sources would be preferred to cite potentially contentious
information within an article of this status.

The findings predictably agreed with those that state Wikipedia’s sources are
primarily located in the United States (Figure 15; Ford et al., 2013). Since this
article is on a US-based topic this is to be expected. It was also observed that
sources based in St. Louis, Missouri, played a major role in providing
verifiability to the article, particularly in the second of the two observed peaks.
One in eight of the citations used were traceable to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
alone, and around a fifth of the sources over both peaks could be traced to
Missouri. This could be a result of local media covering events in more depth.
Studies into local media coverage of issues in Hamilton, Canada, found this to
be the perception among the public when compared to national coverage of the
same (Wakefield and Elliott, 2003).
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EDITOR ANALYSIS

As expected, based on previous research into this area, the majority of the
total registered users contributing to this article are classified as “active” users.
Almost two-thirds of the registered users editing this article had edited
Wikipedia at a rate of more than one edit per day. This lends weight to
previous findings suggesting that Wikipedia’s core editing population tend to
become motivated to continue editing and, indeed, contribute more actively
(Iba et al., 2010; Lai and Yang, 2014).

While the number of “active” users is in itself not surprising, more than half of
the article’s content was contributed by the 73 users in the “highly active
users” category. This echoes previous findings obtained during research into
open-source development, whereby most work is done by a “core group” of
contributors (Mockus et al., 2002, cited in Kittur and Kraut, 2008). Users in
this “highly active” category added almost four times more content per user
than the mean across all categories. This agrees with the research of Kittur
and Kraut (2008), who suggest that “high-coordination tasks […] may best be
done by a small group of core users”.

More than quarter of the total contributors to the article, however, were not
registered users on Wikipedia and were instead editing anonymously. This is a
practice frowned upon by some sections of the Wikipedia community (Bryant et
al., 2005; Geiger and Ribes, 2010). This group of contributors added by far the
least content per edit at a mean of 38.7 bytes and made on average 1.56 edits
each. Some researchers write that user groups editing infrequently tend to
provide higher-quality contributions (Anthony et al., 2009), though others
maintain that anonymous users are responsible for higher rates of vandalism
on the website (Priedhorsky et al., 2007). The results of this project suggest
that the majority of anonymous contributors are either not retained or very
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small, as suggested by the relatively low “content added per edit” figure, which
may indicate vandalism or biased contributions which are eventually removed.

A substantial proportion of users falling into the higher categories hold special
“user rights” on Wikipedia (Table 4), such as community-awarded
administrative privileges or tools which which to combat vandalism more
swiftly, which suggests that users with higher rates of edits per day are more
likely to be perceived as trustworthy and experienced by the community. This
may help to explain their higher levels of impact on the article’s content, as
their content “sticks” based on their reputation. As Burke and Kraut write:
“Despite protestations in Wikipedia that admins are lowly janitors
‘mopping up,’ in many ways election to administrator is a promotion,
distinguishing an elite core group from the larger mass of
editors.” (Burke and Kraut, 2008)

Although the 27 users falling into the “power users” category added a
reasonable amount of content to the article, these users contributed far less in
measurable content per edit than those in the categories representing less
active users. This suggests that these editors performed more small, technical
edits to the article, for instance, applying templates, adding categories or
formatting references. This reflects previous research into Wikipedia article
development, whereby experienced editors do less of the writing in favour of
maintaining the technical aspects of the article and resolving content disputes
(Ford, 2015). This low figure could also suggest these editors are contributing
using less visible methods, such as by removing vandalism using automated
tools (Geiger and Ribes, 2010).

Despite the results showing clearly that very highly active users added the
majority of the raw content to the article, when looking at edits made purely
by account age in Figure 17, it is apparent that most contributors have fairly
new accounts. By far the highest mean number of edits to the article was
observed in accounts created in 2012 and 2013, a trend mirrored by the
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figures for raw content added. These figures reflect previous findings
suggesting that newcomers have taken on much of the workload involved in
crafting an article on Wikipedia (Kittur et al., 2007a).

The results also showed editors to this article followed the Zipf curve fairly well
in terms of gross edits made to the article across the full 22-week period of
observation. This indicates a high level of centralisation, suggesting a small
number of users made most of the edits — reflected by a roughly straight line
when visualised on a graph with two log axes as in Figure 18. This trend has
identified by previous researchers (Almeida et al., 2007; Halfaker et al., 2012).
The findings of this project suggest that an editor’s position on this edit
frequency ranking is indeed somewhat predictable.

This centralisation is made more obvious looking at percentages of edits made
and content added (Figures 19 and 20): fewer than two percent of the total
editor population contributed more than two-thirds of the content. This
matches research identifying a supposed “core group” of prolific contributors
(Panciera et al., 2009; Keegan et al., 2013), and further suggests that this is a
consistent phenomenon. Wikipedia may be open for all to edit, but it is only a
small proportion of those who do contributing the vast majority of its content.

5.4

LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH

This project was focused on only one article, which surrounded a controversial
topic with multiple narrative threads. For this reason, the viability of data
obtained is potentially at risk. The small scale of the project and the use of
cross-case analysis within one article means that trends observed may be
unique to this article and the circumstances surrounding it. For instance, it may
be that the pool of contributors to this article is limited only to those willing to
become involved with such a sensitive topic, which may have skewed the
results of this research particularly with regards to editor range and
distribution.
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CONCLUSION

This research set out to evaluate Wikipedia’s response to breaking news by
investigating three factors of this process: the speed of article development;
the use of citations to maintain the accuracy and reliability of content; and the
range and characteristics of the editors contributing to these articles. The
findings of this project show that, by comparing and contrasting two
particularly stand-out regions of the article “Shooting of Michael Brown”: while
the speed of development is not constant, it is still remarkably fast in
comparison to the mean across the article as a whole. The website is able to
provide high-tempo updates on breaking news articles.

It was found that inline citations were used more frequently as more text is
added to the article over these same peaks in activity, suggesting content
being added to the article requires more independent sources to correlate
information. These sources tended to be academic, and primarily traceable to
traditional publishers of news media such as print and broadcast. Additionally,
there is a heavy weighting given to sources based in Missouri, the location of
the incident itself, which could indicate that these sources are seen to be
providing more thorough and relevant coverage.

The vast majority of the content added to this article was contributed by users
with high levels of overall experience on Wikipedia, matching previous research
suggesting that a “core group” of users is responsible for the majority of the
information added to mass-collaborative knowledge projects. The results also
show that the distribution of edits among contributors to the article is
predictable using Zipf’s Law, further proving that the majority of the edits to
this article are made by a select few users.

The study shows that breaking news is developed primarily by a core group of
users, which despite high-tempo periods of editing, is able to back up facts
through the sourcing of multiple high-profile sources. While Wikipedia’s “no
original research” rule prevents first-hand reporting, information is aggregated
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from multiple sources to effectively create a piece reflecting multiple
viewpoints.

6.1

FURTHER STUDY

Future study could be undertaken using more qualitative methodologies to look
into the more technical, hidden aspects of Wikipedia’s processes of dealing
with breaking news, such as editor interaction on talk pages. This could be
achieved using an ethnographic approach. Further research might also analyse
how information contained in these articles reflects the sources when
synthesised into Wikipedia. It may also be pertinent to investigate how
vandalism might manifest itself in the process of developing breaking news
articles on Wikipedia.
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APPENDICES

8.1

SAMPLES

J.R.B. Sutherland

To access each sample, the listed number should be appended to:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=

8.1.1 OBJECTIVE 1: SPEED
Peak 1
621488667, 621503069, 621525281, 621540387, 621555719, 621564814,
621566407, 621567611, 621579312, 621586754, 621607504, 621615561,
621632735, 621638157, 621641388, 621648981, 621664508, 621671996,
621690250, 621693002, 621696125, 621698517, 621701240, 621706282,
621710776, 621713884, 621719674, 621721377, 621725677, 621728573,
621735757, 621738679, 621740112, 621741849, 621744274, 621746969,
621748277, 621761377, 621765198, 621770763, 621776496, 621779689,
621782603, 621784028, 621785534, 621787116, 621790394, 621796572,
621798936, 621799723.

Peak 2
635062708, 635283027, 635327862, 635335583, 635342036, 635357156,
635378465, 635391408, 635394221, 635404080, 635412364, 635453028,
635473347, 635492362, 635496193, 635499019, 635504407, 635513392,
635527394, 635536909, 635548164, 635559348, 635561327, 635563303,
635565355, 635574697, 635582027, 635605420, 635626942, 635664845,
635678381, 635718049, 635752735, 635780423, 635796837, 635811940,
635840358, 635847393, 635941166, 635961891, 635966794, 635969762,
635990851, 636032704, 636046983, 636064955, 636096424, 636133965,
636170156, 636211622.
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8.1.2 OBJECTIVE 2: ACCURACY
Peak 1
A:

621466948

F:

621721601

B:

621565017

G:

621740724

C:

621611776

H:

621765386

D:

621666395

J:

621784693

E:

621699925

K:

621800244

Peak 2
A:

635327391

F:

635666984

B:

635392243

G:

635810490

C:

635486001

H:

635967389

D:

635528442

J:

636070933

E:

635564701

K:

636270163
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